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Design: Metrica - design Bruno Fattorini

The image corresponds to Composition S-5

Description
Shelf that offers maximum expressive freedom in all the areas of the house. This monochromatic version is
available in 5 different configurations of different width and height and in 4 color options.
It comes with frames and shelves made of extruded aluminum and assembled by mean of a concealed joining
system, giving the structure stability and a special resistance to loads. Frame in aluminum, section 5/8” x 5/8”
and shelf 5/8”. End frames are equipped with an extruded aluminum pressure cap. Frames and shelves in matt
painted finishes: white, graphite grey, pearl nickel and shadow grey.
Also, the shelf can be equipped with a cabinet with one drawer available in matt lacquer finishes: white, pearl
nickel or shadow grey or in wood finish: natural black.
Made in Italy.

Finishes & Materials
Aluminum frames and shelves: Matt painted (White / Graphite grey / Pearl nickel / Shadow grey).
Wood cabinet: Matt lacquer finishes (White / Pearl nickel / Shadow grey) / Wood finish (Natural black).
* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Compositions
Composition S-1
72”7/8W x 13”D x 29”3/8H

35”3/8

Composition S-2
96”7/8W x 13”D x 29”3/8H

35”3/8

35”3/8

Composition S-4
144”7/8W x 13”D x 43”1/4H

35”3/8

35”3/8

35”3/8

Composition S-3
108”5/8W x 13”D x 36”5/8H

23”5/8

47”1/4

23”5/8

35”3/8

Composition S-5
180”3/8W x 13”D x 43”1/4H

35”3/8

35”3/8

47”1/4

47”1/4

35”3/8

47”1/4

Cabinet
One-drawer unit: Built in medium density wood ﬁbreboard, with variable
thickness, available in a matt lacquered ﬁnish in colors: white, pearl
nickel and shadow grey, or in natural black wood. Drawer equipped with
push-pull opening system, with totally-extractable guides.

23”5/8W x 13”D x 5”7/8H

Lock for cabinet, upon request. Available lock types:
. Lock with universal key. The same key enables the indistinct opening of
all elements where the universal locks have been mounted.
. Lock with ciphered key. The ciphered key enables the opening only of
the elements where its ciphered lock has been mounted.

35”3/8W x 13”D x 5”7/8H
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